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hit tv to watch swords and sandals 2 redux, the sequel to the hit action-packed video game. blades, swords and sandals are at it again in swords and sandals 2: emperors reign, a game of gladiator battles and epic
fights. game features: * fast turn-based tactical combat with over 30 different battle skills to learn. * wizard or warrior create and level up your gladiator, learning devastating attacks in the process. * wield over 200
different weapons and armour pieces on your journey to greatness. * 20 arena champions both classic and new to fight against, including the formidable pharaoh king, the classic swords and sandals boss john the
butcher and the exciting pro wrestler ultra flavius! * 6 arenas to do battle in from the underground battle pits to the heights of the emperors palace. swords and sandals redux: grail of antares is a groundbreaking
breakthrough in gladiator simulation games. it is where the genre meets the roguelike genre to create something that no other game has ever done before: the combination of the two genres in the same game.
players fight with their gladiators in turn-based combat and explore a massive fantasy world with many challenges and activities. the game features a unique "mystery" campaign to unravel as you play. swords and
sandals v redux: grail of antares will take you on an epic adventure to the frozen frontier town of suul's gateway - the home of brandor's most terrifying beasts and hardiest gladiators. the world of s&s v is beautifully
detailed with dozens of unique environments and areas to explore. it also features a unique "mystery" campaign to unravel as you play.
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rescue the pilots: rescue the pilots from the ancient ruins where they've crashed.  knights of the round table: the once-great kingdom of davion is crumbling. travel to different islands in search of their armies.
mount eagle pillars: defeat the monsters and find out the mysteries of a new dangerous region.  siege of the city of gold: visit different regions and conquer the cities in order to build a powerful fortress to defend the
kingdom.  the furious wanderlands: face five new enemies to find the strength to fight in the most dangerous places.  the light arrow: face the dangers of the icy mountains.  echoes of the witches of goll black: meet

the dark creatures that are haunting the lands. internet gameplay quality assurance: take on the job of testing the game for bugs or other problems. fierce rogue team added: a team dedicated
to testing the game on all keyboards and language support. swords and sandals v redux: grail of antares, the latest thrilling installment in the worlds greatest gladiator game series, has arrived! a unique mix of turn
based gladiatorial arena combat and roguelike dungeon crawling, s&s v also boasts an epic 20 hour adventure in which our hero will journey to the frozen frontier town of suuls gateway the home of brandors most

terrifying beasts and hardiest gladiators. 5ec8ef588b
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